
Modelovací jazyk ArchiMate

školenie

KONCEPTY JADRA



Jadro jazyku -Core framework (1/2)
Tri vrstvy:

◦ biznis,

◦ aplikačná,

◦ technologická.

Tri aspekty:

◦ aktívne štrukturálne: entita schopná vykonávať správanie,

◦ behaviorálne: správanie vykonané 1 alebo viac štrukturálnymi objektami,

◦ pasívne štrukturálne: objekt, na ktorom je správanie vykonávané.

Kompozitné elementy
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Jadro jazyku (2/2)
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Cvičenie (1/2)

Poziciujte koncepty vyznačené prerušovanou čiarou na správnu pozíciu v matici jadra jazyka.
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Cvičenie (2/2)

Business actor

Business role

Business object

Business process

Application process

Technology process

Contract

Business event

Application event

Technology event
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 Business function

 Application function

 Technology function

 Node

 Artifact

 System software

 Device

 Communication 
network

 Path

 Business interface

 Application interface

 Technology interface

 Application 
component

 Product

 Representation

 Data object

 Business service

 Application service

 Technology service



Business Actor

6

A business entity that is capable of performing behavior.

With the modeling of actors you can indicate which organizations, 
departments or people are involved in the execution of behavior 
and how they can communicate or cooperate.



Business Role

7

The responsibility for performing specific behavior, to which an 
actor can be assigned, or the part an actor plays in a particular 
action or event

Roles are used to describe the organization from a process 
perspective. They are associated with the tasks an actor fulfills. An 
actor can fulfill multiple roles while a role generally has only one 
function within the organization.



Business Interface

8

A point of access where a business service is made available to the 
environment.

The manner in which active structure is able to communicate with 
the environment. Examples of business interfaces are counter, 
phone, e-mail, forms and internet.



Business Process

9

A sequence of business behaviors that achieves a specific outcome 
such as a defined set of products or business services.

A process describes the internal behavior of an organization ‘end 
to end’.



Business Function

10

A collection of business behavior based on a chosen set of criteria, 
closely aligned to an organization, but not necessarily explicitly 
governed by the organization.

Typically required business resources and/or competences.



Business Event

11

A business behavior element that denotes an organizational state 
change. It may originate from and be resolved inside or outside 
the organization.

Business processes and other business behavior may be triggered 
or interrupted by a business event. Also, business processes may 
raise events that trigger other business processes, functions, or 
interactions



Business Service

12

An explicitly defined exposed business behavior

A business service should provide a unit of behavior that is 
meaningful from the point of view of the environment



Business Object

13

A concept used within a particular business domain

Business objects represent the important “informational” or 
“conceptual” elements in which the business thinks about a 
domain.



Contract

14

Formal or informal specification of an agreement that specifies 
the rights and obligations associated with a product and 
establishes functional and non-functional. parameters for 
interaction

The contract concept may be used to model a contract in the legal 
sense, but also a more informal agreement associated with a 
product. It may also be or include a Service Level Agreement 
(SLA). A contract is a specialization of a business object.



Representation

15

A perceptible form of the information carried by a business object.

If relevant, representations can be classified in various ways; for 
example, in terms of medium (electronic, paper, audio, etc.) or 
format (HTML, ASCII, PDF, RTF, etc.). 



Product

Composite element in the business layer

Combines behavior and passive structure
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Product

17

A coherent collection of services and/or passive 
structure elements, accompanied by a contract/set of 
agreements, which is offered as a whole to (internal or external) 
customers.

This definition covers both intangible, services-based, or 
information products that are common in information-intensive 
organizations, and tangible, physical products. 
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Biznis vrstva
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Metamodel biznis vrstvy
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Príklad



Cvičenie

Cvičenie 1.1
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2222

Application Interface

A point of access where a application services are made available 
to a user, another application component, or a node

An application interface specifies how the functionality can be 
accessed or which functionality an application component 
requires from its environment.
An application interface exposes an application service to the 
environment. The same application service may be exposed 
through different interfaces.
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Application Component

Represents an encapsulation of application functionality aligned 
to implementation structure, which is modular and replaceable. It 
encapsulates its behavior and data, exposes services, and makes 
them available through interfaces.

An application component is a self-contained unit of functionality. 
As such, it is independently deployable, re-usable, and 
replaceable.
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Application Function

Automated behavior that can be performed by an application 
component.

An application function abstracts from the way it is implemented. 
Only the necessary behavior is specified.
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Application Process

A sequence of application behaviors that achieves a specific 
outcome.

An application process describes the internal behavior performed 
by an application component that is required to realize a set of 
services. An application component may be assigned to an 
application process (which means that this component performs 
the process). 
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Application Event

An application behavior element that denotes a state change

An event is instantaneous; it does not have duration. Events may 
originate from the environment of the organization, but also 
internal events may occur.
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Application Service

An explicitly defined exposed application behaviour.

An application service should be meaningful from the point of 
view of the environment; it should provide a unit of functionality 
that is, in itself, useful to its users. It has a purpose.
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Data Object

A passive element that represents data structured for automated 
processing.

It should be a self-contained piece of information with a clear 
meaning to the business, not just to the application level. Typical 
examples of data objects are a customer record, a client database, 
or an insurance claim.
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Aplikačná vrstva
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Metamodel aplikačnej vrstvy
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Príklad
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Cvičenie

Cvičenie 1.2
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Technology Interface

A point of access where technology services offered by a node can 
be accessed. 

An technology interface specifies how the technology services of a 
node can be accessed. 
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Node

A computational or physical resource that hosts, manipulates, or 
interacts with other computational or physical resources. 

Nodes are active structure elements that perform technology 
behavior and process technology objects such as artifacts. Nodes 
can be used to model application servers, database servers, or 
client workstations.
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Device

A physical IT resource upon which system software and artifacts
may be stored or deployed for execution

A device is a specialization of a node that represents a physical IT 
resource with processing capability. For example PC’s and routers.
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System Software

Software that provides or contributes to an environment for 
storing, executing, and using software or data deployed within it.

System software is a specialization of a node that is used to model 
the software environment in which artifacts run. This can be, for 
example, an operating system, a JEE application server, a database 
system etc.
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Path

A link between two or more nodes, through which these nodes 
can exchange data or material.

A path is used to model the logical communication (or 
distribution) relations between nodes. It is realized by one or 
more networks, which represent the physical communication (or 
distribution) links.
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Communication Network

A set of structures and behaviors that connects computer systems 
or other electronic devices for transmission, routing, and 
reception of data or data-based communications such as voice 
and video.

A communication network represents the physical communication 
infrastructure. 
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Technology Function

A collection of technology behavior that can be performed by a 
node.

A technology function describes the internal behavior of a node; 
for the user of a node that performs a technology function, this 
function is invisible. A technology function abstracts from the way 
it is implemented. 
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Technology Process

A sequence of technology behaviors that achieves a specific 
outcome.

A technology process describes internal behavior of a node. It can 
use technology objects as input and use or transform these to 
produce other technology objects as output
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Technology Event

A technology behavior element that denotes a state change.

Technology functions and other technology behavior may be 
triggered or interrupted by a technology event. Also, technology 
functions may raise events that trigger other technology behavior. 
An event is instantaneous: it does not have duration.
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Technology Service

An explicitly defined exposed technology behavior.

A technology service exposes the functionality of a node to its 
environment. It should provide a unit of behavior that is, in itself, 
useful to its users, such as application components and nodes. 
Typical technology services may, for example, include messaging, 
storage, naming, and directory services
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Artifact

A physical piece of data that is used or produced in a software 
development process, or by deployment and operation of an IT 
system.

An artifact represents a tangible element in the IT world. It is 
typically used to model (software) products such as source files, 
executables, scripts, database tables, messages, documents, 
specifications, and model files. An artifact could be used to 
represent a physical data component that realizes a data object.
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Metamodel technologickej vrstvy
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Príklad
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Cvičenie

Cvičenie 1.3
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Koncepty jadra
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Pozn.: okrem kolaborácie a interakcie


